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How are Elliott proximity cards different from the cards we currently use?

Elliott proximity cards use the same proximity card technology as other prox cards and are compatible with 

numerous brands of access control readers such as HID, Schlage, OmniClass, SimpleAccess, etc.

Elliott offers customers the option to test a programmed Elliott prox card with their readers before 

purchasing their first order to ensure compatibility and a worry-free purchase experience.  

Are Elliott proximity cards the same quality as the cards I currently use?

Absolutely. Elliott partners with manufacturers who use only high-quality proximity card materials and 

technology to ensure the same level of quality as any other proximity card available.  We carry industry 

standard lifetime limited warranties – the same as major brands and suppliers.

Why is Elliott more affordable than other providers?

Because Elliott’s proximity cards are non-proprietary, Elliott has a strong supply chain made up of many 

USA and international card manufacturer resources, creating more competitive purchasing power. This 

allows Elliott to offer everyday low prices so customers can depend on routinely low costs.

What are Elliott’s turnaround times for proximity card orders?

Elliott’s order fulfillment is much faster than most suppliers due to their large network of 

manufacturer relationships. Elliott customers do not experience the long wait times for 

orders to arrive compared to proprietary providers. Customers can typically can expect 

most orders to take about one week to ship.

Elliott representatives can provide you with an expected order delivery date with any 

quote upon request to verify our fast turnaround time. 

Are Elliott proximity cards secure?

Elliott proximity cards offer the same level of security and functionality as all proximity 

cards on the market. With that said, prox card security is greatly dependent on user 

practices. Prox cards can be cloned and copied just like any traditional door key. In fact, 

many local hardware stores offer prox card and key fob copy service.

For a truly secure access control card, smartcard contactless cards would be the better 

choice and offer a great deal more security for only a few cents more per card. Elliott 

representatives are available to discuss smartcard card stock and other security options 

and answer any questions you may have.   
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